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Abstract—A representative collective signature is a signature created by a collective of multiple signing groups. The basic requirement for this signature is that it must include information about all participants involved in the signing process of a given document. The U component in the 3-component collective signature (including U, E, S) is used to satisfy this requirement. In this paper, we propose a new form of representative collective signature consisting of only two components (e, s), then, the information of all signers is contained in the pseudo-random parameter R. The purpose of this is both to reduce the size of the signature, as well as ensure that the manager of the signing group has enough information to identify the signer and to prevent “disclaimer” during a dispute. In the proposed collective signature scheme, we use the GOST R34.10-2012 digital signature standard to develop a consensus group signature scheme based on the discrete logarithm problem on the Elliptic curve. This scheme allows the generation of a representative collective signature: i) Only 512 bits in length, but still achieves security level 2\textsuperscript{512} and ii) Significantly reduced computational performance (in comparison to the representative collective signature that represents the three components).

Index Terms—GOST R34.10-2012 signature standard, collective digital signature, group digital signature, EC discrete logarithm problem, pseudo-random parameter

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital signatures [1] are one of the major applications of asymmetric cryptosystems. Currently, there are many digital signature-based authentication systems deployed in cyberspace. Not only do these systems meet the requirements of information exchange partner authentication and information origin authentication, but they also ensure the integrity of information transmitted on the network and address the issue of “disclaimer” of responsibility when a dispute arises over liability.

The first studied and standardized form of digital signature was the single digital signature [2], which was created only by a private signer, who possessed the asymmetric key pair, the private key, and the public key. Therefore, a single signature only authenticates the person who created the signature on the signed document.

A signature generated by a signer is validated by using their public key. A blind digital signature [3], [4] is also a form of a single digital signature, but the signer is not allowed to see the contents of the document they are asked to sign. To meet the authentication requirements of a collective signing, multiple different types of digital signatures have been researched and published such as collective digital signature [5]-[7], blind collective signature [8]-[10], consenting group digital signature, blind group digital signature [11], representative collective signature [10], [12]... Representative collective signature is a type of signature formed from a collective signing in which the members of this collective are representatives for other signing groups, each signing group consists of many members. This collective also has individual signers, they do not belong to any signing group, they are considered as representatives of the signing group with no members. The representative group signature scheme is developed from the advantages of the collective signature scheme and the group signature scheme.

Digital multi-signature [13] types such as group signatures, collective signatures, and representative collective signatures are all made up of a certain number of signers. Each member of the group indirectly contributes to the creation of a unique signature for the group using their secret values and private keys. Validation of all members of this signing group is performed only once on their shared signature. The public key of the signer set, formed from the public key of those who participated in creating the group signature, or the public key of the representative used in this authentication process.

The basic requirement of multi-signature schemes, namely group signatures and representative collective signatures, is to store the information of all members who have participated in the formation of the signature of the group or the collective. This information is necessary for the identification of the signer and the subsequent resolution of the signer’s “disclaimer”. The storage of this information must ensure that, when there is a conflict or “disclaimer” related to the group signature or the generated representative collective signature, the group manager signs it, and only with this person, it is easy to perform the “opening” of the signature to accurately identify all those who participated in the process of forming the collective signature of the signing group or the signing group.
Therefore, most group signatures and representative collective signatures are designed with 3 components, one of which is used to store signer information, this is to increase the size of the signature. Increased significantly, this is considered a limitation of this 3-component signature. We think that group signatures [12] and collective signatures representing two components can overcome this limitation.

The new type of representative collective signature scheme that we propose allows the creation of a 2-component collective signature, but still fully stores the information of all who participated in the formation of the common signature of the signing collective. In this scheme, we use a pseudo-random parameter t to contain the signer information. The random number generator algorithm is designed to ensure the "opening" of the signature for later identification of the signer.

In this study, we first construct a two-component consent group signature scheme, then create a two-component collective signature scheme based on it. We rely on the discrete logarithm problem on Elliptic curves [14], [15] and use the GOST R34.10-2012 digital signature standard [16]-[18] to build these types of schemes. Both forms of two-component collective signature schemes have been developed following this approach: i) Collective signatures are shared by multiple signing groups, and ii) Collective signatures are shared by many signing groups and many individual signers. As shown in the research, compared with the three-component collective signature scheme, the proposed schemes not only reduce the size of the signature and improve computational performance but also guarantee the security level and satisfy the requirement of storing signer’s information.

II. THE RELATED BASIS DIGITAL SIGNATURE SCHEME

The basic scheme of two-component collective signature schemes is a two-component group signature scheme, so we must first construct a group signature scheme of this type.

The group signature scheme in this section is built based on the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem using the GOST R 34.10-2012 signature standard.

Suppose: Two curves EC1 and EC2 have degrees #E1 and #E2, defined in the prime finite field GF(p); w and q are two prime numbers of magnitude 256 and 520 bits respectively, satisfying w|#E1 and q|#E2; G1 is a point of degree w on the EC1 curve and G2 is a point of order q on the EC2 curve; The signing group consists of m members, excluding the group leader.

The private key of the j-th signer is a random number k_j, k_j < w. This person's corresponding public key is P_j = k_jG_1. The private key and the public key of the group manager are z (z < q) and L, satisfying L = zG_2. L is also the public key of the signing group.

This scheme (The GDS-2.2 scheme) includes the following procedures:

- **The procedure for generating the approved group digital signature on the document M**

  The group signature in this case is formed through two stages:
  i) Creating a collective signature on document M, made by a collective of m individual signers.
  ii) On the basis of the collective signature that has just been created, the group manager creates a group signature of 2 components, representing the whole signing group.

  Specifically as follows:
  1. Individual signers create a collective signature on the document M:

     1.1. Each signer generates a random number t_i, t_i < w, and then computes R_i:

     \[ R_i = t_iG_1 \]  

     Then send R_i to the other signers in the signing group (i = 1, 2, ..., m).

     1.2. Any signer in the group, or all, calculate R_col:

     \[ R_{col} = R_1 + R_2 + ... + R_m \]  

     and

     \[ r_{col} = x_R \mod w \]  

     where x_R is the first coordinate of the point R_col.

     Then calculate e_{col}:

     \[ e_{col} = F_H(M|x_R) \mod w \]  

     where F_H is a given hash function.

     The value of e_{col} is the first element in the collective signature. Then, send e_{col} to the other signers in the signing group.

  1.3. Each signer calculates the personal share value s_i:

     \[ s_i = (t_i + e_{col}k_i) \mod w \]  

     Then, sends s_i to other signers in the signing group.

  1.4. Any signer in the signing group, or all, calculate s_{col}:

     \[ s_{col} = (s_1 + s_2 + ... + s_m) \mod w \]  

     So the tuple (e_{col}, s_{col}) is the collective signature of a signing group of m members. The length of the signature is: |e_{col}| + |s_{col}| ≈ 240 bit.

     This collective signature is forwarded to the group manager.

  2. The group manager checks the validity of the received collective signature (e_{col}, s_{col}) by checking the precision of the following expression:

     \[ R_{col} = s_{col}G_1 - e_{col}P_{col} \]  

     where:

     \[ P_{col} = P_1 + P_2 + ... + P_m \]  

     If the collective signature is valid, the group manager will calculate the pseudo-random value t:

     \[ t = (e_{col} || s_{col})^z H_z \mod q \]  

     where:

     \[ H_z = F_H(M, z) \mod q \]  
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\[ z^* = \min \{ z_i; z_i = z + i; \gcd(z_i, q - 1) = 1; \} \quad (11) \]

3. The group manager calculates the values \( R, e \) and \( s \) as follows:

\[ R = t g_2 \quad (12) \]
\[ e = F_i(M||x_R) \mod w \quad (13) \]
\[ s = t + ez \mod q \quad (14) \]

Thus, the tuple \((e, s)\) is the two-component approved group signature of the signing group including \( m \) signers and the group manager on the document \( M \).

- The procedures for verification the approved group digital signature on the document \( M \)

To check the validity of the approved group signature received with the document \( M \), the verifier performs the following steps:

1. Calculate the value of the random parameter \( R^* \) using the following formula:

\[ R^* = sG_2 - eL \quad (15) \]

2. Calculate the value of component \( e^* \) using the following formula:

\[ e^* = F_i(M||R^*) \mod w \quad (16) \]

3. Compare \( e^* \) with \( e \). If \( e^* = e \): The received signature is valid; otherwise, it is invalid and will be rejected.

- Proof of the correctness of the GDS-2.2 scheme:

The correctness of this representative collective signature scheme is shown through: i) The existence of a formula to check the shared signature \( S_j \) of each signing group \( R_j \); ii) The existence of the collective signature test formula \( R_{col} \) and iii) The existence of the test expression \( e^* = e \). Detailed as follows:

a) The correctness of the formula to check the shared signature per signer:

It is easy to see that the shared signature checking formula is always correct:

\[ R_1^* = s_i G_1 - e_{col} P_i \]
\[ = (t_i + e_{col} k_i) G_1 - e_{col} k_i G_1 \]
\[ = t_i G_1 = R_i \]

b) The correctness of the formula for checking collective signatures:

It is easy to see that the collective signature checking formula is always correct:

\[ R_{col}^* = s_{col} G_1 - e_{col} P_{col} \]
\[ = (s_1 + s_2 + \cdots + s_m) G_1 \]
\[ - e_{col} (P_1 + P_2 + \cdots + P_m) \]
\[ = ((t_1 + e_{col} k_1) \cdots + (t_m + e_{col} k_m)) G_1 \]
\[ - e_{col} (k_1 G_1 + \cdots + k_m G_1) \]
\[ = t_1 G_1 + \cdots + t_m G_1 \]
\[ = R_1 + \cdots + R_m = R_{col} \]

c) The correctness of the group signature checking procedure:

Conspicuously, the signature checking expression \( E^* = E \) always exists:

\[ R^* = sG_2 - eL \]
\[ = (t + ez)G_2 - ezG_2 \]
\[ = tG_2 = R \]

and calculates:

\[ e^* = F_i(M||R^*) \mod w \]
\[ = F_i(M||R) \mod w = e \]

Thus, the expression \( e^* = e \) always exists: This proves that the correctness of the signature checking procedure, or the correctness of the GDS-2.2 scheme is always guaranteed.

III. THE PROPOSED GROUP DIGITAL SIGNATURE SCHEMES

In this section, we propose and build a new form of representative collective signature, which is a two-component representative collective signature. We use the GOST R34.10-2012 digital signature standard and the discrete logarithm problem on the elliptic curve to build this scheme. The group signature scheme described in section II is the basic scheme of this scheme.

A. Constructing the Two-Element Collective Digital Signature Scheme for Signing Groups (The RCS.01-3 Scheme)

This scheme generates a collective signature for \( g \) signing groups, with the public key of each group manager (GM), and the public key of each signing group: \( L_j = z_j G_2 \); with \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, g \), and \( z_j \) is the secret key of \( j \)-th GM.

Suppose that the \( j \)-th group consists of \( m_j \) individual signers. \( M \) is a document to be signed on.

The protocol of collective signatures for signing groups is described as follows:

- The procedure for generating the collective digital signature for \( g \) signing groups on the document \( M \):

Including these following steps:

1. Each \( j \)-th group generates a group signature according to the GDS-2.2 signing group scheme above and then send \( R_j \) to all the remaining groups in the signing pool.

2. A certain GM in the collective, or all, calculates the values of \( R \) and \( E \) by the following formulas:

\[ R = \sum_{j=1}^{g} R_j \quad (17) \]

and

\[ r = x_R \mod w, \quad (18) \]

where \( x_R \) is the first coordinate of the point \( R_{col} \), calculate \( e \):

\[ e = F_i(M||x_R) \mod w \quad (19) \]

\( e \) is the first component of the collective signature.

3. GM of each \( j \)-th signing group continues to execute:
4. A certain GM in the collective, or all, does the final works:
- Verify the precision of the shared component $s_j$ of each signing group by the following formula:
  \[ R_j^* = s_jG_2 - eL_j \]  
  (21)
- If all $s_j$ satisfied the test formula, then the third element $s$ of the collective signature is calculated by the formula:
  \[ s = \sum_{j=1}^{g} s_j \mod w \]  
  (22)
Thus, the value par $(e,s)$ is the collective digital signature, two components, of a collective of g signing groups on the document M.

- The procedure for verification the collective digital signature for g group signing on the document M:
  To check the validity of the signature received with the document M, the verifier performs the following steps:
  1. Calculate collective public key $Y_{col}$ using the formula:
  \[ L_{col} = L_1 + L_2 + \ldots + L_g \]  
  (23)
  2. Calculate the $R^*$ using the following formula:
  \[ R_{col} = sG_2 - eL_{col} \]  
  (24)
  3. Calculate the $E^*$ using the following formula:
  \[ e^* = F_y(M||x_{R^*}) \mod w \]  
  (25)
  4. Compare $e^*$ with $e$. If $e^* = e$: The received signature is valid; otherwise, it is invalid and will be rejected.

- The proof of the correctness of the RCS.01-3 scheme:
  The precision of this representative collective signature scheme is shown through: i) The existence of a shared signature verification formula shared by the signing team leaders; and ii) Existence of the test expression in the signature check procedure.
  a) Prove the correctness of the member’s signature:
  It is easy to see that the shared signature checking formula $S_j$ shared by the signing team leaders always exists:
  \[ R_j^* = s_jG_2 - eL_j \]
  \[ = (t_j + e z_j)G_2 - e z_j G_2 \]
  \[ = t_j G_2 = R_j \]
  b) Prove the correctness of the last signature:
  Conspicuously, the signature check expression $E^* = E$ always exists:
  \[ R^* = sG_2 - s L_{col} \]
  \[ = (s_1 + s_2 + \ldots + s_g)G_2 \]
  \[ - e(L_1 + L_2 + \ldots + L_g) \]
  \[ = \left( (t_1 + e z_1) + \ldots + (t_g + e z_g) \right) G_2 \]
  \[ - e(z_1 G_2 + \ldots + z_g G_2) \]
  \[ = t_1 G_1 + \ldots + t_g G_2 \]
  \[ = R_1 + \ldots + R_g = R \]
as $R^* = R$:
  \[ e^* = F_y(M||x_{R^*}) \mod w \]
  \[ = F_y(M||x_{R}) \mod w = e \]
Thus, the expression $e^* = e$ always exists: This proves that the correctness of the signature checking procedure scheme is always guaranteed.
From (a) and (b): The correctness of the RCS.01-3 scheme is guaranteed.

B. Constructing the Two-Element Collective Digital Signature Scheme for Signing Groups and Individual Signers (The RCS.02-3 Scheme)
Suppose there is a signing collective consisting of $g$ signing groups and $m$ individual signers, and want to create a representative collective signature on the document M. Assume that the $j$-th signing group consists of $m$ signing members ($m_j$), these people are designated to participate in the formation of the group signature of the $j$-th signing group ($j = 1, 2, \ldots, g$), and each individual signer is considered as a one-member signing group.

The input parameters, secret key, public key... are selected and calculated as the scheme RCS.01-3.

- The procedure for generating the collective digital signature for $g$ signing groups and $m$ individual signers on the document M:
  Including these steps:
  1a. The GM of each group performs:
  - Generate a group signature according to the scheme for the GDS-2.2 signing group above and then send $R_j$ to all GM of the signing groups in the signing collective.
  - $R_j$ is the shared component of the $j$-th signing group used to generate a random parameter of the collective signature.
  1b. Each $j$-th:
  - Choose a random number $t_j$ and calculate the random value $R_j$ using the following formula:
  \[ R_j = t_j G_2 \]  
  (26)
  - Send $R_j$ to all individual signers and other GMs in the signing collective.
  2. A GM or an individual signer in the collective calculates the values of $R$ and $E$ by using the following formula:
  \[ R = R_1 + R_2 + \ldots + R_g + m \]  
  (27)
  And
  \[ r = x_R \mod w \]
  where $x_r$ is the first coordinate of the point $R_{col}$. Calculate $e$:  

\[ e = F_h(M \| x_R) \mod w \] (28)

where \( j = 1, 2, 3, ..., g + m \). \( e \) is the first element of the signature.

3a. GM of each \( j \)-th group will:
- Calculate the shared component \( S_j \) of the \( j \)-th group by using the following formula:
  \[ s_j = t_j + ez_j \mod q \] (29)
- Send \( S_j \) to other GM-s and other individual signers in the signing collective.

3b. Each \( j \)-th individual signer \( j (j = g + 1, g + 2, ..., g + m) \) will:
- Calculate their shared component \( S_j \) by the following formula:
  \[ s_j = (t_j + ek_j) \mod q \] (30)
- Send \( S_j \) to other GM-s and other individual signers in the signing collective.

4. A GM or an individual signer in the signing collective will:
- Check the validity of each \( S_j \) by using the following formula:
  \[ R_j^* = s_jG_2 - eL_j \] (31)
with \( j = 1, 2, ..., g + m \) and
- If all the conditions are satisfied, the third component of the group signature will be calculated by the formula:
  \[ s = s_1 + s_2 + \ldots + s_{g+m} \mod w \] (32)

Thus, the value pair \((e, s)\) is a collective signature, two components, of a collective consisting of \( g \) signing groups and \( m \) individual signers on the document M. It represents this collective signing.

- The procedure for verification the collective digital signature for multiple signing groups and individual signers on the document M

To check the validity of the signature received with the document M, the verifier performs the following steps:
1. Calculate the collective public key of the signing collective by using the following formula:
  \[ L_{col} = L_1 + L_2 + \ldots + L_{g+m} \] (33)
2. Calculate the random parameter value by using the following formula:
  \[ R^* = sG_2 - eL_{col} \] (34)
3. Calculate the \( e^* \) using the following formula:
  \[ e^* = F_h(M \| x_R^*) \mod w \] (35)
4. Compare \( e^* \) with \( e \). If \( e^* = e \): The received signature is valid; otherwise, it is invalid and will be rejected.

- The proof of the correctness of the RCS.02-3 scheme

The precision of this representative collective signature scheme is shown through: i) The existence of a formula to check the shared signature \( s_j \) of each signing group; ii) The existence of the signature test formula shared \( s_j \) by each individual signer and iii) The existence of the test expression \( e^* = e \).

1. The correctness of the formula to check the shared signature of \( m \) group managers:
Conspicuously, the formula for checking the shared signature of each group manager always exists:
  \[ R_j^* = s_jG_2 - eL_j \]
  \[ = (t_j + ek_j)G_2 - e_{col}e_{jG_2} \]
  \[ = t_jG_2 = R_j \]

2. The correctness of the formula to check the shared signature per signer:
Conspicuously, the formula for checking the shared signature of each group manager always exists:
  \[ R_j^* = s_jG_2 - eL_j \]
  \[ = (t_j + ek_j)G_2 - e_{col}e_{jG_2} \]
  \[ = t_jG_2 = R_j \]

3. The correctness of the procedure for checking the representative collective signature:
Conspicuously, the signature checking expression \( e^* = e \) always exists.
  \[ R^* = sG_2 - eL_{col} \]
  \[ = (s_1 + s_2 + \ldots + s_{g+m})G_2 \]
  \[ - e(L_1 + L_2 + \ldots + L_{g+m}) \]
  \[ = (t_1 + ez_1) + \ldots + (t_g + ez_g) \]
  \[ - e(t_{g+1} + ek_{g+1}) \]
  \[ - e(t_{g+m} + ek_{g+m})G_2 \]
  \[ = t_1G_1 + \ldots + t_{g+m}G_2 \]
  \[ = R_1 + \ldots + R_{g+m} = R \]

and calculate:
  \[ e^* = F_h(M \| x_R^*) \mod w \]
  \[ = F_h(M \| x_R) \mod w = e \]

Thus, the expression \( e^* = e \) always exists: This proves that the precision of the signature checking procedure, or the precision of the RCS.02-3 scheme is always guaranteed.

From (a), (b) and (c): The correctness of the RCS.02 scheme is guaranteed.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

A. Security Advantages of the Proposed Collective Signature Schemes

The 2-component consent group signature and the 2-component consent group signature scheme in this study have the following security advantages:

- The system was developed using the discrete logarithm problem on an elliptic curve and the GOST R34.10-2012 digital signature standard, so it retains all the advantages of this difficult problem and cryptographic system. The security level of the GOST R34.10-2012...
digital signature standard has been verified, so the group signature scheme here is feasible and has a high level of trust.

- When forming a group signature, no private and/or private keys need to be exchanged between members of the signing group and/or between a member of the signing group and the group manager, these values are used indirectly. Thereby: i) Confidentiality and privacy of related values are always guaranteed, and ii) This group signature-based authentication system can be deployed in the Internet environment.

- Any member of the signing group can use their key pair, private key, and public keys, for various purposes such as forming a private signature, participating in the formation of group signatures, participating in a form into collective signatures... It is the same for group managers. Thanks to this, the group signature scheme espouses two components that are easy to deploy on top of existing PKI infrastructures [19].

- Using the group leader's public key L in the consent group signature validation procedure ensures i) This verification process is simpler, as it is performed only once; ii) The responsibility of the group leader is higher, and iii) Independent of the change in the set of members participating in the group signature formation process.

- The parameter t is treated as the second secret key of each signing group member. Unlike the first secret key, the private key k, t is generated randomly for each signature generation, which means it only needs to be used once. This also means that the value of the R component always ensures randomness and uniqueness in each group signature generated on document M. This enables a signing collective to generate multiple signatures. Different group signatures may appear on different documents. There is no doubt that every member here uses the same private and public key pair. Because of this, hackers have a hard time identifying the secret components of the signatures they receive using different group signatures, or the signatures of a signing group, on a variety of documents.

The two-component collective signature scheme proposed in this paper is built based on the two-component consensus group signature scheme, so it also has the same security advantages as above.

B. Performance of the Proposed Collective Signature Schemes

The computational performance of the two-component representative collective signature schemes proposed in this paper is evaluated by calculating the time cost that each scheme needs for the signature generation process of the signing collective on document M (Signature Generation Procedure) and is needed for signature validation on document M (Signature Checking Procedure).

Notations: \( T_h \): Time cost of a hash operation in \( Z_p \); \( T_c \): Time cost of a scalar multiplication in \( Z_p \); \( T_{\text{inv}} \): Time cost of a modular multiplication in \( Z_p \). Of a inverse operation in \( Z_p \); \( T_e \): Time cost of an exponent operation in \( Z_p \);

According to [20]: \( T_h \approx T_m, T_e \approx 29T_m, T_{\text{inv}} \approx 240T_m, T_c \approx 240T_m \).

The computational cost for the two signed regression schemes is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The scheme</th>
<th>Time cost for the signature generation</th>
<th>Time cost for the signature verification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCS. 01-3</td>
<td>( E = \sum_{j=1}^{g} (29n_j + 329) + 1T_m )</td>
<td>( (59 + g)T_m )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCS. 02-3</td>
<td>( E = \sum_{j=1}^{g} (30n_j + 329) + 29n + 1T_m )</td>
<td>( (59 + g + m)T_m )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information from Table I shows the time cost for the signature generation procedure and signature checking procedure of the two-component collective signature scheme is built based on the discrete logarithm problem on the Elliptic curve and the GOST R34.10-2012 digital signature standard: i) Corresponds to the 3-component schema of the same type built on the same difficult problem; ii) Is much more reduced with schemas of the same type but built on other difficult problems. This proves that the proposed collective signature form not only significantly reduces the signature size but also meets the requirements of a representative collective signature scheme and is easy to deploy according to different digital signature standards.

V. DISCUSSION

In this paper, the process of generating consent group signatures is distinctive from that of previously-published group signatures. First, the signing group which consists of m members excluding the team leader is fully proactive in coordinating together to create a two-component collective signature of the group \( \langle \text{e}, \text{col}, \text{scol} \rangle \), and then sends the signature to the manager. Next, the manager checks the validity of the collective signature received, using the formula \( R_{\text{col}} = s_{\text{col}} \cdot G_A - e_{\text{col}} \cdot P_{\text{col}} \) (7). If it is valid, the team leader uses his private key z and a predefined algorithm to generate a pseudo-random parameter t, \( t = (e_{\text{col}} || s_{\text{col}})^{z^2}H_2 \mod q \) (9), as well as the two components of the group signature \( (e, s) \). While the signature generated in this case represents the signed group of members and the group leader, it is still considered the personal signature of the group leader. The group leader's public key L is used to verify the validity of this signature. This procedure has the following advantages: i) If there is a forgery of a member or a member's signature during the
formation of the collective signature, this will be detected by the group leader when verifying the validity of the collective signature received; ii) The group leader is entirely responsible for ensuring the validity of the collective signature, even if this represents the signature of the group as a whole; and iii) The group leader holds the accountability, as only the group leader is authorized to "open" the group signature and identify the participants.

We have succeeded in saving the information of all the signers in the pseudo-random parameter \( t \), whereby the signature size is significantly shortened, from the three-component group signature \((U, e, s)\) to a two-component group signature \((e, s)\). The algorithm for generating \( t \) has proven that it contains all the information the team leader needs for identifying the signer and solving the "disclaimer" problem later. This can also be done only by the group leader because you must recalculate \( t \) to open the signature, and to do this you must have the private key of the group leader \( z \).

Apparently, the size of the 2-component consent group signature is only 776 bits (\(|e| + |s| = 256 \text{ bits} + 520 \text{ bits} = 776 \text{ bits} \)) and the security level is \( 2^{256} \) modulo multiplications, with \(|p| = 520 \) bits.

The two-component collective signature schemes proposed in this paper are built based on the two-component group signature scheme, so the above analysis is completely consistent with this proposed scheme.

VI. CONCLUSION

Thus, we have developed and installed two types of representative collective signatures using two components in this study. This study presents a two-component signature scheme that uses the pseudo-random parameter \( T \) to store the information of all those involved in the creation of the collective signature on the document \( M \). The algorithm for generating \( t \) shows that when a signature dispute arises, only the group administrator has sufficient information to identify all signers and/or resolve the responsible disclaimer of any signer.

Based on the research, the following conclusions have been reached: i) A two-component representative collective signature has a smaller size than a three-component collective signature of the same type while maintaining the same security level; ii) The time cost of signature generation and signature checking process of the proposed collective signature scheme is much lower than that of the similar 3-component scheme; iii) From the consent group signature 2 components can be built: 2-component collective signature for many signing groups and 2-component collective signature for many signing groups and many individual signers.

This paper proposes a two-component consensus group signature scheme and a two-component representative collective signature scheme based on discrete logarithmic problems on the Elliptic curve and the GOST R34.10-2012 digital signature standard. Since the collective signature inherits all of the security advantages from the cryptosystem based on the elliptic curve as well as the GOST R34.10-2012 standard for digital signatures, in this case, it is considered a high level of security. In the future, we will study to build this scheme according to ECDSA [21] and GOST R34.10-2001 standards, the purpose is to demonstrate the feasibility of the new representative collective signature scheme that we propose.
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